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MATRIX METHODS FOR DETERMINING THE LONGITUDINAL-STABILITY
DERIVATIVES OF AN AIRPLANE FROM TRANSIENT FLIGHT DATA ‘
By JAMESJ. DOXEGAN
SUMMARY
Three matrix method8 are pregented jor determining the
/ongitudinal-Wability derivative from trarmient jlight data.
One tnethod, which requiregfour meawmements in time-history
f
orm and utilizes the incremental tail load to separate the pitch-
,ing-moment derivatives Cti and C,.&,permits the computation
,oj all the longitudinal+tability derivative~. A second method
Irequiresthree measurements and one supplemental aswrnption,
1 c.
/namely ~~~= Constant. This method gices the most injor-
~ation jor the least amount of work. The third method re-
qu&es two measurement and two supplemental assumptions,
c.
—= Constant and C,,,8=~ C.6 (where Cmaand C.a“namely ~’”~
are the elevator-electiveness derivatives, x~ is the tail length,
and ? is the mean aerodynmnic chord). An inspection oj the
reswftgobtainedjor the various methods shows the scatter which
is typical oj this type oj analysis oj $i?ht data.
INTRODUCTION
The determination of the longitudinal-stability derivatives
from flight data is a relatively difficult task because the
wind-tunnel technique of permitting only one variable to
change at a time, while constraining all the rest of the
variables, cannot always be used, It is in the analysis of
such flight-test data that matrix techniques employing the
equations of motion seem to be particularly useful.
Currently, much work is being camied out on the cleterm-
ination of stability derivatives directly from flight clata but
as yet this work is still in the preliminary stages. The
matrix methods for the determination of stability derivatives
from transient flight data that are developed herein are an
addition to this work. The previous work done on the
determination of longitudinal-stability derivatives is exten-
- sive, and no attempt is made to summarize it since this
summarization hus been adequately done in reference 1.
In the present report three methods arc developed and
. presented for determining the longitudinal-stability cl.criva-
tives from transient flight data. In these methods the
expressions for some of the stability derivatives are in the
form generally used in stability calculations. The first
methocl requires the combination of four measurements in
time-history form, two of which must be incremental elevator
deflection and incremental tail load and the other two
measurements can be chosen from a possible three, namely
incremental load factor, pitching velocity, and angle of
attack. The method demonstrates the use of the tail load
to separate the pitching-moment derivatives C~i and Cma
ancl to determine the downwash derivative &/&Y.
The second method, which is more restricted, requires a
combination of three measurements (in time-history form),
one of which must be incremental elevator deflection and the
other two measurements can be chosen from a possible three,
namely incremental load facbor, pitching velocity, and angle
of attack, This method also requires one supplementary
assumption, namely C~&= M’mi, where A is a constunti
The third method uses a combinaticm cltwo measurements
(in time-history form), one of which must be incremental
elevator deflection and the other one may be chosen from
incremental load factor, pitching velocity, angle of attack,
and so forth. The method also requires two supplomentiary
–%L6 (whereassumptions, namely C~a = ?@,~~ and Cmt—z
Cm6 and CL6 are the elevator-effectiveness derivatives, x, is
the tail length, and F is the mean aerodynamic chord). By
using a modification of the third method, it is shown that
considerable information can be obtained from a single time
history.
The methods are demonstrated by applying them to flight
data obtainecl from tests of a medium jet bomber, and a .
comparison of the derivatives obtained -by the various
methods gives an indication of the accuracy which can be
expected from data analysis by matrix techniques based on
the longitudinal equations of motion.
SYMBOLS ““
b wing spaIl, ft
z mean aerodynamic chord
c,, C2 constants defined in appendix E
c. lift coefficient, L/qS
cLa rate of change of airphme lift coc.fficient with
angle of attack per rudian; see appendix E
cL~ rate of change of lift coefllcient with elevator
deflection per radian; see appenclix E
c.& rate of change of lift” coefficient with & per
radian; see appenclix E
Cze rate of change of lift codficient with pitching
velocity per radian; see appendix B
18upereedesNAOA TA’ 2902,‘tMatrix Methods for Deterrniniug the LongiturlinfMtability Deriv8tivw of rm Airplane From Transient Flight Data” by JamesJ. Dorkgan, 195S.
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pitching-moment coeflmient of airplane,
i14/@F
rate of change of pitching-moment coefficient
with angle of a.tt.ack per radian; see ap-
pendix E
rate of change of pitching-moment coefficientt
with ele.vator deffe.ction per radian; see
appendix E
rate of change of pitc.hing-momen~ coefficient
with pitching velocity per raclian; see
appendix E
rate of c.ha.nge of pitrhing-mornent coefficient,
with & per radian; see appendix E
pitching-moment coeffkient. of horizontal tail
surface, .llJt/q#SJc
accekration due to gravi~y, f t/see/see
airplane moment of inertia, slug-fta
airplane mclius of gyration about pitching
axis, ft
lift, lb
uirplane mass, 117/g,slugs
pitching moment of airplane
airplane load factor
p ~“z lb/sq ftdyna.rnic pressure, ~,
wing mea, sq ft
horizonta.1-tail area
time, sec
true velocity, ft/sec
airplane weight, lb
length from center of gravity of airpla.ne to
aerodynamic center of tail (negative for
conventional airplanes), ft
coeilic.ients of transfer function relating 6
and 6; scc appendix E
wing angle of attack, radians
tail angle of attack, radians
flight-path angle, radians
angle of pitch, a+~
elevator deflection, radians
downwash angIe, radians
tail efficiency factor, q,/g
mass density of air, slugs/cu ft
dummy variable of integration
Matrix notation:
II II rectangular matrix
[1 square matrix
{} column matrix
[~cl] integrating matrix (see ta-ble I)
IP,II 11~11,11~1I rectangularmatricesdefined in appendix E
subscripts:
‘i denotes row elements in matrix
t tail
fl,~ wing-body combination
For sign conventions used, see figure 1.
A C1OLover a symbol denotes the first derivative with
:i:spcct to time, and two dots over a symbol denote the
second dmiva tive with respect to time.
&yx’-l,..c.
Relative wind
~
‘~
\
Tmgent to ---
flight poth y 8 ,. Reference
I I ,’.
~> =.. <$’i@t POth
--
FIGURE 1.—Sign conventions mnployeci. Pusitivc dircctiuus Auwn;
The synlbol A refers to an incrcnwnhd vahw. Intw!
media.tc varia.b]es such as API A&, Aa, 4P, an[l W a_n(l thu
constant I& ti.rc defined in appendix E.
OUTLINE Ol? NIETHODS
The three methods are bused on the longitudimd equatiww
of motion for horizontal ffightc tind use matrix methods t0
a.ntdyze time histories of measured quaut.it ies. The cquw-
tions of motion used in each of these rncthods arc mpmsswl
in the form
.
~ h=(?LaA~+CtLo8+c’LaC!t+(?L6Mqs
I ..
~ O= C.aAci+C?.U&l-C.&- C.6A8qsc
(1] ‘
(2)
These equations apply to a rigid airphuw and are I.MSWI
on the usual assumptions of linearity, small angles, and no
loss in airspeed during the mane.uww. The equations aru
further restricted to the rtmge in which the vtiriuticm of tlw
derivatives is linear and also to conventiomd wing-tuil
configurations in which the major cent ribution to dumping
in pitch is clue to the horizontal tail. -Ml the varia?d(’s
are given in incremental form mmsured from a stmd~ -
flight trim condition,
As indicated in reference 2, the four values Aa, ~, 4, am I
Ad in equations (1) and (2) are. ]inemly dependent; thorcforc,
if four simultancous~equations~ nre formed to dctwmhw
either the force or moment: de.rivutives, they cannot l.M
solved uniquely for the unknowns.
For purposes of amdysis the. moment. ecpmtion (2) is
integrated once and expressed in the form
This form permits the use of nunwical intwatiw ln~’t~~~~~l~
t,ha.t are more desirable thtin nunwricnl diffm’ntiati~lg
schemes when applied to flight data. Integrations of thu
variables me performed by use of an integrating mat ris
l~Cllderived in reference 3 and given in t.abk T herein, FoiI
Jinstance, a time history of “~And may lJc o’11tuinccl from
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a time history of An as fbllows:
{rAnd’l=l~c’’~AnJ
(2) Calculate time histories of Aa, AO,
IA’d’lA’d’,The integrating matrix II(7]] given in table I may be usedfor tmv time interval At: most of the computations of this
report-me based on a time interval of At= 0:1 second. This
interval may be too large in some cases, and, if greater
accuracy is desired, a shorter time interval may be chosen.
The essential differences in each of the methods are in
the number of quantities to be measured. Method A
requires four basic measurements in time-history form to
determine all the derivatives. Method B requires three
measurements and one supplemental assumption, namely
:cm&=Acmj. Method C requires two measurements and two
SS
t’r
and Ad d7 dt by using the integrating matrix ]ICII and
00
the time histories of ~, e, and A8; for example,
{fb)=/lc]l{&} (6)
C’za and CL8 by least squares from the
CLaAti+ CL6M ~g=K An (7)
“(3) Determine
relation
upplemental assumptions, namely C~&= XC~eand Cmt= ~ cL&
N measurements of flight data used are time histories of in-
cremental values measured from a trimmed level-flight initial
osition. The development of the equations for each method
] covered in appendixes A to C; in the body of the report
he methods are outlined by stating the pertinent equations
I the order of computation. Since these computations make
xtensive use of least-squares procedures and are greatly faci-
,tatecl by the use of matrix algebra, most of the equations
re given in matrix form.
METHOD A
Of the four bnsic measurements required with method A,
wo must be incremental elevator angle and incremental
~il load md two other measurements can be chosen from
possible three, namely incremental load factorj. pitching
elocity, and angle of attack. In this report, incremental
)ad factor and pitching velocity are used.
The procedure of computation with method A (see ap-
cmdix A for development) is as follows:
(1) Compute a time history of rate of change of angle of
t tack & from
k=d–~ An (5)
or
(4) Compute the coefficients K,, Ks, K,, and K, of the
transfer function relating pitching velocity and elevator
deflection by the use of the method of reference 4 and the
equation ;
J
t
J
t
SS
tr
K, A6+-KZ A9dt–KS A6 dt–KC A6d7dt=– 9 (8)
o 0 00
..
~~here the measured values of pitching velocity and cdevat or
deflection are used.
(5) Determine K,. from the relation
(9)
by using the results of steps (3) and (4).
(6) Calculate time histories of the intermediate quantities
Ap ancl AP by using the expressions
(10)
or
.,.
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or
(7) Compute C~~ by least sqllar~s fron~ the ~elation
(8) Determine C~&from the equation
t?..&=Klo-O.~ (13)
(g) Calculate the time history of the intermediate quantity
AU from
IAu=- 6—CmaAa– CmiA9 (14)qsc
or
{Au, }=*{d, ]–Cm&{Aa, }–Cm8{A6, ]
(lo) Compute C~,a and c,,,, by least squmes bY Using th~
relation
s JCma‘Aa dt+C’in8 ‘As df=Auo 0
or
01) Calculate C~i and CL&from the
Q.e=x,~ c.~
(12) Determine the time history
qua,nt,it~ A# fr~m the equation
(15)
following definitions:
(16)
(17)
of the intermediate
A+=% An —~L$- cL,#i (18)
or
{A#, }=~{Ani) ‘CL,j{&]–CL&{&]
(MJCompute the refined values of CL= and CLJ by lemt
squares by using tl e relation
C.=Aa+ CL,A6=A# (19)
or
These values now include the effects of the t-’u ~n~l ~‘L=
terms in the force e.qumtion.
(14) Method A can now be iterated to obtuin hottw
vah~es of the. derivatives by st tirting the process m-w at
step (5) w~t,h the improved ~X.=and C’Liv~lues‘ron~‘iv]](1‘])
and following the procedure again. The iteration wmvergrs
(20)
ae 1 Cm&—.— —
aa >% cme
(22j
mined by numerical operations on four time hist oriw of
measured flight itatti and through the usu of th~ thcoretimd
relationships given m equations (16), (17), (20), (21),
and (22).
METHODB
Three basic measurements me used in method B, onr of
~~bi~b must bc~.incremental e~evtitor angle tlxld the Other
two meawreme.nts can be chosen from h possible t Im’(,,
namely imrementa~ kmd factor, pitching velocity, UIU1L@o
of attack. In this report, increment nl load fwt or Nml
pitching velocity were used.
In lku of tile fourth mfmsurement, the supplwmml u! ‘
assumption is made that.
If a value of x is not known in wlwmce, wfirst approximfit ion
(see ref. 5) is h=~” Although the. mmuupt.ion A=; imposes
a restriction on the ge-nertdit~ Of the llldhOd, it tipp!’urs ~~J
be j ustilled since it rechwes computation time to tihnost
one-half that required for method :4 and for thp munples
presented herein gave results whioh are in good agreement
with those of method A.
The method is outlined by merely stating the mppropriat r
cqua.tions, the clevelopmcmb of which is contained in append is
B. The procedure is as follows:
(1) Compute the time history of Aa by using equations (5)
and (6).
(2) Determine a time history of the intermediate qtmntit~
At from the expression
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(3) Calculate time histories of
l’Aad’lA’d’ and
s
t
A6dt by using the integrating matrix IICI] and the time
h;tories of Aa, A& and A&
(4) Compute, C~~, C~i, and C~$ by least squares from the
relation
~ (5) Determine C~& from (?ni by using equation (23) and
then determine C~eand C“&by using equations (16) and (17).
(6) Calculate the time history of the intermediate quan-
tity At by inserting these values of cL& and CL9into equa-
tion (18).
(7) Compute the values of CL=and CL, from equation (19).
() b CL,(8) The clerivativcs ~ , and ~ are then deter-
mi~ed from equations (20) “and (22) and the previously
derwed quantities.
METHOD C
Methoci C is an extension of the method presented in
reference 4. .4ppendix C contains the development. of the
pertinent equations upon which method C is based. Two
basic measurements are used in this analysis, one of which
must be incremental elevator deflection and the other one
may be chosen from incremental load factor, pitching ve-
locity, angle of attack, and so forth. In this report incre-
mental pitching velocity is used.
Two supplemental assumptions are made. The first is
the relation between On& and Cwltigiven in equation (23) and
the second is
The procedure for method C is as follows:
(1) Compute the stability coefficients K,, K,, K,, and K,
as outlined in step (4) of method A.
(.2) compute. cLa from the relation
where
?nV
[
&+(l+~) I “c,=—
h K, =–K, 1 (28)qfi’
and
A ‘R K1__C2=(1+h) &)2(Kr~ ~ ~*) (29)
(3) Determine C~a by using the expression
c
qS I
~Kz–—. K,Ima=—qsc mV cT7m(l + X) cL”2+~Vm(l +xJ ‘La
(30)
(4) Calculate Cn~ from
(5) Compute Cmdfrom
I mV . .
(31)
(32)
(6) Determine Cn& and CL, from equations (23) and (26)
by using the values of C@ and Crn&found in steps (4) and (5),
respectively, Approximate equations for the stability deriv-
atives are given in appendix C?.
In appendix D, method C is modified slightly so that
many of the stability derivatives can be obtained from a
single time history. This time history must be the response
to an input elevator motion of the impulse type, This
modified method C comes closest to the ultimate aim of
this type of analysis, namely to determine the derivatives
from a single time history.
One of the important factors in obtaining reliable results
with the methods outlined herein is the choice of a sufficiently
small time interval At. In the computations using method
C in this report, in one case a time interval of At=O.1
second was found to be too large to give reliable results, and
a time interval of At= 0.05 second had to be used.
EXANfPLES
In order to illustrate the methods outlined in the previous
section as well as to compare the results obtained, a number
of examples are given in which the data used are from test
runs of a medium jet bomber at about the same Mach
number. Methods A and C are applied to flights 1 and 2;
whereas all three flights are analyzed by method B. Com-
putations are shown in the tables for flight 1, but for the
other flights only the results are given.
Table I contains the integrating matrix IICII based on
Simpson’s law (ref. 3) which is used in all three methods,
The airplane characteristics and flight cond!!tions are
shown in table II (a) for all thee flights. Although the
geometric parameters are the same, the parameters such as
weight, speed, Mach number, center-of-gravity position,
and altitude vary slightly between the three runs.
In table II (b) the coefficients of the transfer function
which relates pitching velocity to elevator deflection de-
fined by equation (8) and computed by the method out-
lined in reference 4 arc sho~yn. These preliminary constants
arc required in methods A and C and the actual computa-
tions me shown in a subsequent table.
Time histories of measured and derived quantities for
flight 1 are shown in table 111, The quantities in columns
9, @Q, and 0 are measured and th~ other five quantities
are derived from the measured quantities. In these tables
more decimal places are carried in the measured quantities
than are warranted by instrument accuracy in order to as-
sure no 10SSin accuracy in rounding off. The measurements
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of incremental tail load AL ~were m’a.ikhle only for the times
listed, and, since these. c.ovcrecl approximately the natural
periocl of the short-period oscillations of the aircrxft, the.
TABLE H.-A1RPLA~E WARACTER1ST1(Y5, FLIGHT WX-
DITIONS, AND TRANSFER-FUX~TIOX COEFFI~lEXTS
(~)Airplane cinmicterlstlcsrmcfflight coridlttons
———— ————
1 Fllghtl \ I?ligM2 ) Fllght3 :
data. were considered sufficient. More of the tinw h iqtnritls
of the other variables were available and were used.
Method A,—The princip~] c’omput titions illust rut ing
method ..4 are presented iu table IV; some of the int ermwl-
iate steps outlined in method :\ are simple computations and
are therefore uot inc.lucled in this tabk. Tablp IV (u) is
obtained by applying equtit.ion (7) to t,hc data given in t t-ihk
111 ancl illustrates st~p (3) of method .4.
In table IV (b), the computations illustrtiting the d(’t{’r= t
mination of ~~e and C,,,&by steps (7) and (8) of method A ‘
are shown. Two of the. columns are taken from tabh~ 111 ~
and the equtt tions upon whirli t hc computations arc bwwd ! .
are (12) and (13). 1
Table IV (c.) illustrates the computation of C,,,a and f’m, ‘
by step (10) of method A. Two of the columns am oh-
ta.ined by operating on columns @ and @ of table 111 with
the integrating matrix [~~ ~‘~lven in ttible 1, und the other
column is taken directly from table. III. Tbc (Iomput titim~ ;
is based on equation (15).
The refined vahies of C== and ~~~ are determined in t ~])h’
IV (d) by step (13). Two of the rolunnw are taken dirwtly
from table 111 and the other column is derived by usc of
equation (18). I
Final results obt.sine.d with” method A for tlw data of ~
fhghts 1 and 2 after three ibmations me shown in table
————
6, ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._... _.. _ . . . . . . . ...’
c, ft. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
t%nter.of-gmvlty posltlon, percentM ,A.C.. . . . .
./r, l&2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l,ehlg-ft...__ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
!+%,ftz. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Machnumbor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
rn,shlge. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
q,lb/ftg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
s, ft~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14.0!:
27.34
0.061923
2;$110J
0.497
1806i;;
1.175
289.3
63,R
0.289301
—fi;
O.001i67
14.0!: 14.0%
27.82 27.44
0.062854 0.0+32666
25J2;; 2;~9;;
o.iQ4 O.i96
1802i;; 132$.66
171
1,175” 1,175
289.3 289.3
512 514
58.050 6%880
0.297595 0.293060
—::8; –w. 5
0.87
0.001276 0.001281
I
I
I
.9;,ft2.. . . . . .._ . . . . .._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..[
r ft/sec... -.._. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~( lb___..__ . . . . . . . . . . . . . -------------
W/qs.. ..h... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
zg, fl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
vi,... -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P!slllEdftJ... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...!11
(b) Coefficientsof airplane transferfunction
— —,
I
Flight 1 Flight 2
t
—— .
~ CoMicient ~ ‘&~~le
I
Coetlicbmt Probableerror
—. ——— L——-— ‘ ——
I K,.......... .
~ K2...._......:::::::::::::::::] I 4.19tti7 J ~; 0.18 ~10.829 0.70
A-$, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~ K, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...1 --W j 1.4
-10.010 : ;2
-16.526
“1 ITT (e).
TABLE 1.11.—TIME HISTORIES OF MEASURED AND DERIVED QUANTITIES FOR FLIGHT 1
I
—.. ——— ..— -.. —. --
-. ..——---
@
Derived
,@
t
,— -
Measured
——.—-
@
———.
Ah
——.
@l@ @
At
-—
:
-.030886
-. 10737s
-.177000
-.204757
–. 220102
-. 21506G
-.201806
-.181643
-.160433
-.133012
-.031420
—;g.c.g
.1243733
.164326
.213857
.2WS20
: &7g
.2.U6113
.280136
.271918
.21613S
,125260
.021691
-.038955
-.104671
-.147119
-.152347
-.156342
-. 136.4)64
-.130390
–. 103735
-.037726
A. ,*
o
Av
.———
0
0
-. mm
-. oom57
-. 0L2XJ5
-. 0!W24
-.023122
-.023773
-. 08174G
-.034034
-.035700
-.030590
-. 024!M
-.032473
-, 025S52
-.020274
-. 0MK12
-. 0081$t
-.cdl’J31
.005560
.01119s
,016361
.021140
.025542
,lX?Gi3I
I
i
i
t_-
0
.1
.2
::
::
::
1::
;:
1.3
L 4
1.5
L ti
!::
::
2.1
2.2
::
2.5
26
H
29
$.()
31
3.2
U
3.E
o
.0G9703
.055312
.072SS0
.074625
.071414
.070698
.067923
.0624391
.067923
.064712
.043240
.032377
-.012505
-.02302
–, 0260zJ
-. 04720i7
-.075428
-.071623
-. 078J374
-.032513
-.088003
-.095707
–.037504
-.020227
-.024950
-.026422
: :f12a
-: &553:
.005620
.Oom!fs
,010611
,009145
.010175
0
3$%
y&
-14#
-2529
-3459
+&
-6321
-6274
–8570
-6778
-WfI
-4746
-404s
–1068
--;:;
2172
2835
kl?
o
0
.03792
-.12006
-.35392
-. 62b63
-.02272
-1, 169.’M
-1.40936
-1.56730
- L 74432
-1.85203
-1.75064
-S. 75064
-1.45320
-: &~
-.46136
-.05056
.28440
.72080
1.17552
1..M624
L 7316S
2.07200
1.868(?3
1.7%224
1.62424
1.40624
1.22608
.9035G
.75208
.347d3
.29072
.01264
-.18920
0
0
-. 0K1922
-.005175
-.013921
-.024871
–. 035032
-.046216
-.054782
-.061513
–. IXf6176
–. 062518
-.003201
-.004585
-.056328
–. 044150
-.030073
-: g:17
.010320
.036467
.051697
.035082
.076895
.063314
,03$583
.085m5
.0773434
.066452
.0323W
; i))~~
;0J:C6:
-. 000G23
-.012526
..—
;%J:
t
-.022 7
-.04665
-.07003
-.092 3
-. H3Q97
-.127257
-. 13$?72
!
-.14856
-.14754
-.14500
-.125729
~: c%!12
-. 03’J~41
=%.2
-IW3 o
.031 !5
y
3
.1’27 ;
: h33$
o
.010591
.063067
.183905
.328389
.474922
.01G391
.724134
.812714
.875329
.038172
.902055
.850022
.744036
.?S6752
; ;003;:
-.022336
-.250374
-.470502
-. 67W53
–. 854892
-1.010045
-1.124362
.—— -——____ —---- — —.—..-.—
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TABLE IV.—COMPUTATIONS ,ILLUSTRATING METHOD .4
(a) FM approximation of CLaand CL) by step (3)
—.-——
~ An
–O. 014640
.082351
.210433
.340384
.424566
. 3Q1427
.300243
.53$027
.516067
.470316
.424566
.353025
.239144
.217773
.100651
.034181
.003630
-.054901
(c) Determination of Cm=and CL, by step (10)
t
-.—
0
.1
.2
::
.6
.6
.7
.8
1::
1.1
1.2
;::
1,6
1,6
1.7
tab&III, (tab#III,
column@) column@)
. .—
t
.—
0
.1
.2
::
.5
:;
.8
1::
1.1
.—
Au
-0.034981
-.032478
-.026362
-.020274
–. 014992
-.028194
–: fl:;l;
.011195
.016361
.021140
.025542
.026734
AC t Fad’II’A’d’~ An tqs
— —
lab&II,,
:Olmnn@,
n o 1.2
0 L 3
–. 031986
-.007957 if
-.014935 1.6
-.020224 1.7
-.025122 1.8
–. 028773
–. 031746 i:
-,0-34034 21
-,035700 2.2
–. 036590 2.3
2.4
-0.041237 a 067784
–. 047910 .068473
-.053989 ,036415
–. 059046 .064119
-.062767 .060601
-.065013 .054201
-. 0653+38 .046532
-.064612 .039040
–. 031805 .030954
-.057382 .022443
-.051630 .013272
–. 044413 .003702
-.036264 -.002593
[
~
I
I
‘i
‘“=C’”.IAU’’+C’J’JJA8
[
0.042893
.-0.036325 -:&]{~}={:R}CLaAa+CLaA.3=~ An
[
0.087761
-0.053345 ‘:::1{2}=[:%3
CLa=7. 07
Ck’=o. 262
cm.= -0.644
Cz+t=-O. 916
(d) Determination of the refined values of C&aand CL, by etep (13)
t (tab%III
column@j
(tab;:III,
:olumn@,
(b) Determination of C~i rimd C~&by steps (7) and (8) A$ IIt]1
(tab%III, t
column@)
—— .
(tab?~III (tab?#III
column (Z)) column@\
(tab%’111
column@\
o 0
.1 0
.2 -.000922
.3 -.005175
.4 -.013921
.5 -.024871
.6 -.035932
.7 -.046216
.3 -.054732
-.061513
1:: --.066176
1.1 :: w:::
L 2
1.3 -.064585
1.4 -.056323
1.5 -. 04413a
1.6 -.030673
1.7 -.014737
t
o
,.
.;
.3
.4
.5
.6
,7
.8
1::
1.1
0
0
.010591
.068067
. 1835Q5
.328389
; :;:WSZ;
.724134
.312714
.875629
.908173
1.2
::
1.5
;!
1.3
1.9
2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
II
I
.,
.—
Cmj [API} =iAwt
9.934264C~i= -1. 57W36
Cni = -0.1589
C.&=KIO-C.~
C~&=-0.0803
A+=CL=ACY+C’L8A I
(e) Final resultsusing method A after three iterations
I Flight 1 ::IO;: Flight 2
flight 1
.,,
. I
.,
,.
“A.. ‘-”
L.
.-
— l_
0.113 6.70
0.105 0.446
0.llm4 0.076
0.0304 0,033
0.003 -0.711
0.001 -0.181
0,001 -0.078
0.003 -0.968
5.05
0.461
2.08
cLm..-.-.._.._........... 7.09clip................ 0.468CL;-------------------------0.072
cL;-.. ..- . . . _______ 0.028
coma. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -0.622
cm; --- . . . ..-. _.. _.-... _. -0.171
c,ni. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -0.068
cm$. . ..- . . . . ..-_ . . . ..-. -. -0.914
(acL/aa),------------------- 4.84
wad. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.425hcL,/h6---------------------2.19
, ,.
2!)W37—55—2
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Method Bi—The principul computations illuedraking
mt!t,hocl B are presented in table V. Again, some of the
intwmec]iate steps outlined in method B are simple com-
put titions and me. therefore omitted. In table V(a) the com-
putation demonstmting the determination of C,,,c, C’,,,i, and
C,,* by step (4) by using the relation (25) is shown. Three
of the cohmms me. obtained by operating on columns @, @,
tind @ of table III with the integrating matrix IICl I given
in table 1.
Table V (b) illushwtw step (7), the determination of CLe
aml CL5 using equation (19). Two of the columns are ob-
tained ciire.ctly from twble III and the other column is
derived by using equation (18).
In table V [c) find results obtuined with method B for
three sets 01 fright clata me shown.
Method C,—The principal computations of method C tire
presented in tabIe W. Table VI (a) shows the computa-
t i.ou of Kl, K2, KS, and K. from flight 1 data by the method
of reference. 4. The integrals in table VI (a.) were computed
by reading the film at 0.05-scconcl intervals and using the
integrating matrix for At= 0.05 seconcl; this interval was
ne.ceesary in order to obtain reasonable results for the
method. t’se of the time interval At= 0.1 se.coml did not
produce suffkie.ntlly accurate values of KS and & in this
case, Table VI (b) S11OWSthe computation of the A7values
for flight 2 clata. In this ctise a time interval of At= 0.1
second was sufficiently small to procluce reliable results for
methocl C.
In t,abl~ VI (c) the final results obtained with method C
for flight 1 ancl flight !2d~t.a are given along with the results
obtained by using the approximate formulas of appendix C.
DESCUSSIO~
The three methods presented in this report me based on the.
assumptions that the aircraft has two degrees of freedom
(vertical motion ancl pitch), that the motion of the. aircraft
can be adequately described by the Iinem differential equa-
tions of motion with constant coefficients based on small-
perturbation theory, that the aircraft is a rigid body with no
flexibility, and that the major contribution to the clamping
cmncs from the horizontal tail. The airplane, its flight con-
dition, and the maneuver to be analyzed must therefore ikll
within th c realm of these assumptions; that is, the airplane
should be operating uncler c.ondit.ions in the linear range of the
coefficients, the maneuver should be of the pull-up or push-
down variety where little loss in airsp~ecl oc.mrs durirg the
mnneuver and where clisplac.ement angles are small, and the
maneuver shoulcl start from n level-flight trim condition and
should be in the Mach number range in which these assump-
tions are wdicl.
Since the choice. of the methocl t.o lx! uscxl dcpen(ls primorilj
on the number of memuremente which arc availahh’, mrt h f}lI
A is recommended when four bnsic mwwurcnwnts nrv tivail-
able, method B when three memurwnents urc availal)lc, aml
so forth. If, howtwer, ml accurate VUIUCof k is known in
advance, then met,hocl B is recomnlen&{l since it will givl*
the most information for the letist amount, of work. Mvt hw[
C requires more work than method B, and the modifiud
methocl C is not expected to be so reliti.ble us the other m~~tl~lds.
In these methods sufficient data to cover IIN natural pcriml
of the short-period oscillations of the airrm ft should bl’ uswl,
For highly clamped motions sufficient data should br used tu
approach the steady-state value.
The accuracy of the results obtained from (hew nwthmls is
influenced considerably by errors in the instruments WIII it~
the” record reacling. Instrutnents used should bc accurat V,
calibrated both st,a.tictilly and dynamically, ad frw from,
drift and hysteresis. Before an analysis is startwl W tlmt~l,
should be corrected for known inst,rurmw t errors; thc rwort Is
should then be read as carefully M possible. Measured tuil-,
Ioacl clata should be corrected for ef~ucts of inertia. TIw,
accuracy of the imulysis next depends on the timt! int~rval
select ed for the iut cgrat.ing nmt,rix and on [lw amount of
departure from the basic. assumpt.icms, Providwf tho initiul
clata are accurate, the ynaller the time irlt erval tlw num’
accurate the results. If at all possible, tlwvforc, time int rr-
vak of At= 0.05 sec.oncl or At= 0.025 second shou]d br used
for an accurate analysis. With the introduction of osrilhi-:
graph timers, which record timing marks every 0.01 second,
and the use of IBM facilities to process tlw dataj surh tin~ing’
intervals are feasible. The diflwences Iwtwwn thr VUIIJ{TS ‘
shown for difiwent flights in t.ahles IV (r) ~k’ (c), and VI [r!,
me believed to represent the sctitter cauwd by dl’t’uts of
flexibility, minor nonlinearities, instrunwnt wrms, rrcord- “
reading errors, chtiuges in airspeed during the mmwm, ml.
other items which essentially depart. frorn the btisic mstnnp-r
tions.
& may be seen from a comparison of tables IY (a) tind~
IV (d), the inclusion of the cL~and dL&terms in t lw f[.m’u~
equation for met,hocl A has lit:t:le or no d’crt on fl& but hw i(
considerable cffec.t. on ~L~. If th(? C~& ~lnd t?L~ t~rlt]$ arl’:
retained in the force equation in the development of eq ut~i ion!
(8), the form of the equation remains thu same but tlw 1<
values now i~?cludc CL4 and C% terms. Thcw terms ~r{m~
found to have a negligible effect, on the K values and thl’ir
inclusion made the equations too unwickly to han([h. F(II”
the sake of e.omplet mess, t]) e K values inrluding t hc {’% anti
CL&terms me give-n in appendix E as Kl, K:, IT,, ~,, Z’l”: ‘
and ~~&
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T.ABLE’ V.—COMPUTATIONS” ILLUSTRATING METHOD B
(a) Detwmlnation of C’~=,Cm;,and C~*
J
t
Aa dt
o J
t
At dt
o J
t
A6dt
o J
t
M dt
o
J-e
gsc
o
0
-.001800
-.1116729
-.011335
-.013576
-.015062
-.015219
-.014867
-.014123
-.012989
-.011541
-.008216
-.004889
.001330
.005321
.008294
.012089
t
—., —
0
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
::
1.0
1.1
L 2
:::
1.5
1.6
1.7
t
1.8
2;
2.1
2.2
::
2.5
26
2.7
2.8
2.9
3.0
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
I–.0W18
-.000295
–. 001232
-.003153
-. 0062Cd
-.010314
-.015379
-.021206
-.027613
-.034367
–. 041237
–. 047910
-.053989
-,059045
–. 062767
-.065018
0.0465S2
.039040
.030954
.022443
.013272
.003702
-.002693
-.005296
-.007809
-.010526
-.012905
-.014122
–. 014312
-. 013W36
-.013267
-.012304
-.011282
-.010294
[
0.0448786 .
0.0743828
-0.0370442 ::= ‘EIE3=EEI ,J p.;.=””Ctn==-0.624c,,,; = -0.149C,.* = -0.861I
(b) Determhmtion OfCL. and C?L6 (c) Final resultsfrom three setsof flight data usingnM,hod B with A=o.5
I?light 2 ‘ migllc3
6.06 6.78
0.402 0.420
0.057 ‘o. 053
0.02$ 0.026
-0.670 -0.698
-0.130 -0.120
-0.006 I
-0.813 :: r: I
t tabf;III
)Iumn o’)
tab?~III,
olumn@)
(tab~dIII, I A+!olumn@) I ?robabk!:rror iorfight 1
0.113
0.105
0.008
0.004
0.02fJ
0.019
0.010
0.063
I I?iight 1
1)1 .1
,2
,3
.4
5. .
.0.
G.,........-...........l 7.09
0.456
0.062
0.031
-0.624
-0.149
-0.07.5
–o. 861
4.21
2.13
CL;.....-_.__t
.
I
CL;..-------------------CL;.....................
C.>=. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
c+... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
c’),,&. . . ..- . . ..-.. ______
cm~. . . . . . . . . . ------- ---
(acJaah-. . . . . . . . . .
ac 8.._ . . . -----------+
:;
1::
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.0
1.7
3.79 ~
1.
3.52
1.87 1.90 1
II
[
0.087761
-0.053345 ‘:=l{a}={J=}
CL==7.09
CL6=0.456
.
.,
.
I
I
I
I
!
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TABLE VI.-COMPUTATIOI’W ILLUSTRATING hHZTHOD C!
(a) Determination of Kl, Kz, K, and Kd from fifght 1data
II I
—.— .—
JiA8 dto
—— .—”. —.. ..
Jf ft trAOdt AL+dt -0 I H A8drdt-o I 00M -Ai ]t 4-
0
0
.019608
.074064
.125305
.149419
.165781 i
.167505
, 163&23
.155447
.142960 ~
. 12i027
1.2
1.3
I. 4
1.5
1.6
H
;:
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
-o. 0028S6
-.076444
-.090671
-.104769
-.118301
-.130607
-.142170
-.151759
-. 15W37
–. 165466
–. 108577
–. 169910
-.109003
0
:;
.3
.4
::
.7
.8
.9
::!
o -o. ti3w
–. 140928
–. 1424X7
–. 1W768
-.131333
-.120101
-. M4535
-.080708
-.036056
-.046323
–. 02X343
–. 002325
.013060
-0.06933
-. oi124
-.06046
-.04720
-.00336
-.05710
-.04975
-.04230
-.03387
-.02518
-.01528
-.00649
-.00120
I
i
I
-o. 0330s
-.04570
-.05274
-.05038
-. CGO13
-.07218
-.07752
-.03213
-, 08s94
-.03323
-. OO09G
-. lw207
-, 002!1
0, oimm3 !
.0338[0;
-. owm
-Ilmm ‘
-. mm I-.133035,
-. IE?i15
-. C9G333!
-. mm :
-. 2’iK2Kr
-.m ;
-.217022
-, lw!wil :
0
-.000675
–. 005124
–. 015308
-.029159
-,044362
–. 001712
–. 078140
-.094122
–, 109042
-. 122S65
I 1-
—---
I “A’+K’lA’d’-K’l:A’dt-KJoTA’d’dt=-ti
[
0.1s37013%3 0.141082469 .
0.1410324IJ9 0.247220311
0.064470359 0.073939691
0.081352270 !$?E: E:;lgl=GEl0.130293337 .
K1=4.14
K1=9,65
K5= -9.77
I.-d=-14.62
.—. .— . —... -.. -—
I
(h) Deterrnbmtionof K,, IG, Ifs, and K from flight 2 data
,—
1 t
.-
-M
-Jt t.rM dt –H A5drdto 00 JtARdto
-0.031124
-.095959
-.110207
-.123344
-.134634
-. M371O
-.150417
-. 1547z.1
–. 150E92
-.162370
–. 1S3807
-.149447
-.143521
f
t
At7 ARdt
o
-&+ f A6
— —
l—
0 ‘::
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
k:
2.1
Z2
k:
2.6
-o. 14s557
-. i4i3021
–. 128050
-.122660
-.102296
-.079373
-.034902
–. U21272
–. 0032?33
.0M414
.035352
.052336
.06543U
o
.000094
-. 0)2278
–, 008715
-.016736
-.025055
-.033384
-.041523
-.040313
–. 05t3182
–. C4?3462
–. 071755
-.076422
0
.OOOU25
–. 000U63
-.000539
–. IX11861
–. 003952
–. 006S74
–. O1OG22
-.015167
-.0243438
-.023417
-.023203
–. 040647
0
.1
,2
::
.5
.6
.7
.8
1::
1.1
1.2
0
.013779
.005021
.126166
. 161OOG
. 1320Q5
,191130
.190325
.174393
.153294
.125305
.033100
rO.13385703 0.06319197 0.09180351 0.057395221(K~l (-0.02525329I
0.09319197 0.25436118
0.06180651 0.05665420
-0.05739522 0.14005293 WE E!EW!l=I-EEIJ
K,=4.19
L-!= 10.33
X5=-10.01
KU=-M.53
1
i,
(cl Final resuitsusingmethod C with h=O.5
I?light 1 Flight 2
A~l~:~@ A~~ruh&e Probable A;;cu;c Ap~rhn&c
error
—— .—
(k=. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -. . . . . . . . . 7.21- 7.00 0.106 7.60 7.34
CL*----------------------------- 0.374 0.371 0.013 0.324 0.391
cL~. . . . . . . . --------------------- 0.006 0.007 0.005 0.067 0.009
c+. . ..-.. ------- ---------- - 0.033 0.034 0.Q33 0.034 0.034
cm=.-- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -0.024 -0.627 0.073 -0.700 -0,710
cm;----------------------------- –o. 156 –O. 160 0.012 -0.161 -0.164
C%;.----------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . –o. 079 -o. ON 0.006 -0.081 -0.082
C%----------------------------- -0.804 -0.337 0.032 -0.041 -0.035
(ac~aa)l..- . . . . . . -------------- k 46 4.54 4.49 4.56bcL,/b8-------------------------L 75 1.73 1.84 L 83
In the
METHODS FOR DETERMINING AIRPLANE
tictu~l computation it is recommended
*
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that the
simultaneous equations forrnecl by tb e least-sq uares procedure
be solved direc~ly by the eliminiticm of the-variafi]es or by
Crout’s method. (See ref. 6,) The usc of a least-squares
method permits the calculation of a probable error, which is
an inclination of the fit of the data. The expression used in
computing the probable error is ~
where” Bit is the main diagonal term of the inverted matrix
of the coefficients, E is the clifference between the computed
and measured value of the variable, N is the number of cases
considered in the least-squares procedure, and K k he num-
ber of unknowns determined by the least-squares procedure.
A probable-error analysis was made of all the. results using
flight 1 data and these results are given in tables II (b),
[17 (c), V (c), tind VI (c). This probable-error analysis
indicates that all the derivatives determined by method A
With the exception of CL* appear to be, more accurate than
:he derivatives determined by method B or C; it also
.ndicates that the derivatives determined by methods B and
C appear to be of the same order of accuracy.
When the computed stability derivatives are substitu~ed
back into the equations of motion, the method that uses the
nest measurements and has the fewest restraints imposed
m it WOUIC1be expected to produce the most accurate results
md give the best fit to the original data. This might not
N the case, as illustrated in figure 2 which compares the fit
]f the measured data with the computed data for the three
methods presented. Tho results for method A are more.
accurate for the data herein than the results for method C,
but the fit of the incremental-pitching-velocity curve for
method C is as good as, if not better than, the fit for method
A or method B, It appears in general that the mom coci%-
cients determined from a single time history the better will
be the fit of the data but the less accurate will be the coeffi-
cients determined. The fit of the data is interesting since
the three methods presented are essentially curve-fitting
processes in which the longituclimd equations of ~motion are
used to fit the flight data. ii good fit indicates that the
equations of motion and assumptions used adequately fit the
data and the coefficients determined, if inserted in the
equations of .rnotion, will reproduce the motions of the air-
crafi.
In figure 2 the incremental tail loacl shown for method B
was computed by using the stahilit y derivatives det erminecl
from the time histories of incremental load factor ancl
pitching velocity. In method C the incremcmtnl load factor
and tail load presented were computed by using the deriva-
tives determined from the pitching velocity. These time
histories indicate how well the derivatives cletermined on
Lhe basis of the measurements recorded by one set of instru-
ments will predict the measurements recorded by a different
set of instruments. In the case of method C the agreement
is good; in the case of method B it appears that a more
realistic value of x than 0.5 should be used. Method B is
more sensitive to A than method C is.
Although not presented, the derivatives determined from
fight. 2 by methods A and C were used to predict the motions
of the aircraft for flight 1. A comparison was then made
I-i-
!, r,
FIGURE 2.—NIeasured and computed flight 1 time hktoriee of incremental elevator displacement, pitching velocity, load factor,
and tail load showing the fit of the data.
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with the m!tual flight 1 motions and it was found that the
pre.dictwl motions and the actmrd motions were in good
agreement. These results verify the vtilidity of the method
outlined herein m applied to the example airplane.
A possibility for a further gene.ra]ized method which would
include. damping effects of wing and fuselage and therefore
would make. the method applicable to the case of swept-wing
airplanes may be realized by combining features of method C
with method A in the following manner. Equ tition (A20 )
may be written in the form
Now C.it and Cm& may be evaluated by a least-squares
procedure, providecl an accurate value of CL6is available or
can be determined. Examination of the probable. emors for
C~d given in tables IV (e) and VI (c) indicate that, in the
cnse of the medium je-t bomber used in the calculations
herein, the more. accurate value of ~LJ is determined by
methocl C by using equations (C12) and (C4). It is believed
this will generdy be the case for the derivative cLs. It
might also be noted that this value of dLfiwillprovidemm
rapid convergence of the iterative procedure of method .4.
The. usual assumption is made that the contributio~ of
wing and fuselage to C~a is negligible. Then C,,ti can be
computed through the use of the value of C~& computed by
the above procedure and equation (A22).
Possibilities for further investigation are to expand the
method to include flexibility effects tmd the effe.cts of higher-
ordcr clerivatives and to extend the method to the ‘case
where the initial conditions me known but, are not neces-
sarily zero; that is, the maneuvers do not start from level-
tlight trim conditions. The methods could also be extended
to-other
aircraft,
configurations such as
and perhaps a similar
canard aircraft and tailless
analysis couM be made of
the lateral motion of nn airmaft to determine the lmtcrtil
derivatives.
~ONCLUDING REMARKS
An analysis of longitudinal-std.ilit.y derivnt ives hy thrw
separate methods has been present cd and tipplied to flight
data. Method A, the most general method, requires ft1lIJ*
measurements in time-history form nnd permits compu~ ~~tion
of all the longitudinal-stubility derivatives; it. also requiws
the most computing tin~e. ntd givf?~ tLhc m(]st t~~(!li~~tt:
answers. hlethod B, which requires thrw nwasurements iu
time-history form and one supplemenhd assumption, ntmwl~
least amount of work and gives results which are in good
agreement with those of method. il. Mwhod C’ rcquirw ~
two measurements in time-history form tind two sup-”
c.
plementa,ry assumptions, namely ;4 = ~onsttmt Wld
@
clerivatives, x~ is the tail length, tind 7 is the mean iwrc
dynamic chorcl).
The results obtfiined for the methods prwentcd tlepontl i
a large measure on a.c.curate instrument mmsurements an
,require con..iderable computation to yield Mlwiuat c (’1w’
nccring answers. Since, however, the- presmt trend is towiw
increased instrument accuracy and exptinded fWilit it!s ft.
machine computation, this dirwton nppetirs to lx’ the cm
in which flight-data wmlysis should proceed.
LANGLEY :IERONAIJTICAL LABORATORY,
NATION-AL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR kxoNA Urrrcs,
LANGLEY FIETiD, VA., August 1$, 195,2.
:, :’---- .
APPENDIX A
DETERMIN”ATION OF LONGITUDINAL-STABILITY DERIVATIVES BY USING FOUR MEASUREMENTS
IN TIME-HISTORY FORM
EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The equations of mo Lion for small vertical-plane dis
turbances maybe stated (see fig. 1 for definition) as
(A])
where
() be Xlae .Xt 1—— ——. —‘“’=Aa 1 ZkY –%hz ‘v& (A3)
These equations are for a rigicl body and are based on the
usual assumptions of linearity, small angles, and no loss in
airspeed during the mammver. It should be notccl that the
variables are all in incremental form measured from a steacly-
flight trim condition.
Substituting equation (A3 ) into equation (Al) results in
(A4)
(A5)
(A6)
(A7a)
(A7b)
(A~c)
cm&=>G g Cme (A12c)
.
Equations ..(A6) ancl (A1O) are linearly dependent in the
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present form and must be sui~ably altere&to be put into a
computiltionrd form. As is well-knoml, CzJ and cL&are
small, and initie,lly for computational purposes the forcp
equation can be w-qmssccl as
H’
~ An= C~aAa+ C~8A8 (A13)qb
‘J?hEI&~ivtitiveSCLiand CL&can be determined by means of
equations (Al 2b) and (.AIza), respectively, after Cme ~n~
Pm& are determined.
Equations (A13) and (A1O) are now in the identical form
of the. equations of motion developed in reference 7. From
figure 1 the following relation is seen to exist:
A6=Aa+Ay (A14)
As demonstrated in reference 4, equations (A1O), (A13),
and (Al 4) may be solved simultaneously to obtain the rela-
tion
s
1
ii+KJl+KiAo=KSAti+Ke Ad dt (Al 5)
0
which muy=be expre.sseecl in integral form as
s
t
f
t
[[
17
6+KIAo+K2 ,, A19dt=K5 Aiidt + KB Add r (h
,0 .I). o
W’hmw
[
~$jf (:’L=
—–y((!m&+ IOmi)K,=y ~ 1 (A16a,)
(
(:; qs
q;~ (!,,,.+ Qmi+-1<,= ——
.) (A16b)
(
qsz ~K5=T ‘E CLaC,,,a.— ) (A16c)‘ms mV
qsz ‘S (CL.Cm8—~.L~o~a
K3= ~ ~n~, ) (A16d)
By using the matrix method of reference 4, Kl, Kz, K~,
and Kb may be evaluated from the time-history nuxmre-
mentls of pitching velocity and elevator angle.
M liTHOD OF SEPARATINGc’~i AND Cmu
This method of separating C,~~ and C,,a applies only to
conventional aircraft c.onfiguratiom equipped with a hori-
zontal tail surface located to the rear of the wing so that the
major contribdion to damping in pitcl~ is due to the hori-
zontal tail.
In orcler to sepurate C~i and C’~&,the tail-loacl equation is
developed into a form suitable for computing C.le separately
in the following manner: . ~.
The incremental tail 10MI is given by
( ).
ALl= ‘~ ,q, q &Aa,+~ q,&qA6 (A17)
Substituting equation (A:?) into equation (A17) gives
A~t=f~~,,,q~,~(l-~)-~# ~-8$~]+
aL}
~f vl&YA~ (A18)
which can be expressed m
From equation (A14) it. c:an bc seen that
Therefore,
C~a&+ C~$=KIO&+ Cm~5 (A23j
Substituting ec~uat.ions (A22) and (A2:3) into equation (,120)
gives I
which can be expressed as
I
b
AL, ZJ7
qs ./ “oAaA/J=—--- –g K,,,+ CL8M (.427)
a.ncl
From equations (A14) and (.A5) the following rcl~t.ions tirt’
self-wident:
;. .An&= fj——
J
t
~a=~o–+ fJ
An dt (.k?LJj
The relations neecled to det ermine ihc longit udinrd-st til}ilil~
derivatives from the flight mwunuwncnts haw ncm Ix’lw
de.veloped from the equwtions of motion; it remains to ~’xprw;
the pertinent relations in matrix nohition.
MATRIXFORMOF THE EQUATIONS
.1A powerful tool for clata rmalysis is provided by mittrt$
mefihods since t,tibulat.ed time histories nmy bc convcnicntlyi
. .
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carried in the equations of motion. In the matrix solutlons
using data, it is well known that numerical ditYerentiation is
inherently more inaccurate than the corresponding integra-
tion process. For this reason, whenever necessary, the
differential equations are expressed in integral form. The
first stew in matrix solutions is to tabulate the recorded
t values of the basic variables at a number of points tojh b
ta, ..o along a given time history as in table III, the interval
of timt! used in most of the computations in the report being
At= 0.1 second. These tabulations then become the various
column matrices A&, A~It, An~, and et. In certain cases
s smaller time intervals must be used to get reliable results.
Another means of getting more accuracy is to use integrating
matrices based on cubic or quartic curves faired through the
data in place of the parabolic curves.
The four basic measurements used in the development
herein are incremental load factor, pitching velocity, tail
load, and elevator angle.. By use of equation (A29), the
time history of incremental angle of attack is computed.
Equation (~13 ) may be expressed as
,
or
ACYO
Acq Anl
Am
An.
(A30)
.
(A31)
Applying least squares, which in matrix notation involves
premultiplication of matrix B by its transpose B’, to equation
(A31 ) yields
for which the solution is
(A32)
(A33)
By the method of reference 4, compute Kl, Kl, Ks, and Z&
from the time histories of the pitching velocity and elevator
angle, The value. of KIO can be obtained from equation
(A22). Time histories of the derived AP and Ap functions
can now be computed by using equations (A27) and (.A28)
. $ince the value of cL$has been computed from equation (A33).
: Equation (A26) becomes
{AM}=Cn~ {Apt}
Applying Iettst squares to equation (A34)
$ ‘(AP, Aq,)
c .= —
‘o $ (Api)2
(A34)
results in
(A35)
From equation (A22) C~& is obtained as
cm&=Klo– Cmj (A36)
Equation (A1O) is now expressed in integral form as
which can be rewritten as
Now if
–~ ($-cm& ALY-(&i A6‘=–qsc (A39)
then a time history of Au can be obtained and equation
(A38) can be put in the form
PA””LoA’”
[lA””11A8°
rAad’12A’d’
. .
.
K“Aad’l’nA’dt
cHma =c~6
Auo
AUI
Auz
or
Applying least squares to equation (A41 ) gives
and the solution is
cH~R =[D~D]-l{D’AUi}c m8 ..
- (A40)
(A41)
(A42)
(A43)
In order to include the eflects of the Czti ~nd C!a terms
initially omitted in the force equation, equation (A6) is
rewritten as
.+
A+= CLeAC-l=CzbA6 (A44)
where
Method A may now be iterated to obtain more refine.cl
values of the derivatives. The values of CLe and dL&
determined by equations (A35), (.&36), (A12a), and (A12b)
are insertecl into equation (A45), and a time history of A+ is
computed. New values of CL. and CLt are computed from
(A46)
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or
If thesevalues of CL= and CL~me used, anew valueof K,O
and a new time history of AjLcan be computed, which, if
inserted into equations (A34 ) and (A3tl), yield new values
of C.i and C*&, Tho derivatives CL&and CL~ are again
determined from equations (A12a) and (.A12b) and a new
time history of A# is computed by using equation (.A+15);
re.finecl Gia and O~t derivatives are found from equation (A46).
The process converges rapiclly. After it has convergecl,
compute C~= and C~J from equation (A43). Thlls far cLa!
~L~, cLa, cL~, ~mu, C~d, C~U, and C’~Jhave been cletermined.
Then ac~()Z-, may be determined by rewriting wpta( ion
(AIIc) aS
()
t@L 1.W77 ~
x ‘=–&x,2& -’m~
An examination of ccluat.ion (AI.2c) shows that
APPENDIX B
DETERMINATION OF LONGITUDINAL-STABILITY DERIVATIVES BY USING THREE MEASUREMENTS IN TIME-HISTORY lWRM
AND ONE SUPPLEMENTAL ASSUMPTION
The three basic measurements used in method B are
incremental load factor, pitching velocit,y, and elevator
angIe. The supplemcntaJ assumption made is that C~:,/C~o
is ~ constant, that isj
cmk=hcm~ (Bl)
For a first approximation the constunt is assumed to be equal
to % (see ref. 5).
If the definition
A&=x& +e=(l+O&Af.A’n (B2)
is adopted, u time history of At may be computed. Then
C~~d+ C~&tY=C@ (B3)
The integral form of the moment equation (A37) can then
be written
If time histories of incremental load factor, pitching
velocity, and elevator angle are measured and W, g, S, 17,F,
and 1 are known, then equation (B4) can be put into matrix
form and used directly to compute. C~a, C~i, a.ncl C~5.
The derivative (?~a is derived from C,,ti by using cquat,ion
(B I ) and CL&and F a~e computed from equations (A12a)
nnd (A12b) ..,,
C.&=:ibma
These values of .CA&and C% are then inserted
~A45)
,
A#=~ An —C~e6—CLa6!qs
into equation
ancl a tinm history of A# is computed. The mdues of ~i.
and CLt me then computed from equation (AM)
Equation (B4) may be expressed in nmt.rix form as
.,
J
to
Aci ift
o
J
f~
Aa d
o
J
fa
Aa dl
o
.
.
.
J
#n
Aa dt
o
(B5)
or
Applying least squares yiekk
and solving for the derivatives gives
(m)
,
(-m)
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Equation (A44) expressed in matrix form is
‘ or
ACYO A60
ActI AtiI
A(x2 Ati2 c% =
. HCL,
.,
.
. .
Aafl A8n
DETERMINATION
A#o
A#l
A#2
AtJn
(B9)
(B1O)
Applying least squares to equation (B1O) gives
OLa
H
[~’~1 CL$ = {~;A#, } (Bll)
and solving for the unknowns results in
cLa
H CL8
=[~’~]-’{_&A#, ] (B12)
hcz
()
hcz,
The derivatives ~ ~,~, and ~ are determined from
equations (Al lc), (A12c), and (A7d), respectively.
Thus the derivatives CLa, cz~, cL&,CL6,Cmat Cmjt cm&,
C.,, ~ ; ~, and% arc now determined.()
APPENDIX C
OF LONGITUDINAL-STABILITY DERIVATIVES BY USING TWO MEASUREMENTS IN TIME-HISTORY FORM
AND TWO SUPPLEM
By the matrix method of reference 4, time-history measure-
ments of the pitching velocity and incremental elevator
angle me used to compute the K values from the relation
.. Ji+K1e+KzA0=K5A6+KeotAti dt (cl)
“ where
[
q~ C% ZVK,=V ~n——— ~ (Ga+ Q.e)1 (C2a)
,
(c2b)
(C2C)
(C2d)
If it is assumed that
$hese six relations in six unknowns (CL=, QL8, C’~a, C~6,
‘(Ae, and C~&) can now be solved simultaI~eousk. The follow-
ing relations for the variables result:
1,,
(C5)
,’
where
id
WTAL ASSUMPTIONS
I K2 qfl I K,.1 CL
c
‘a= ‘=
——
qsc ,mV Wrn (1 +1) CL”2+TI.7m (1 +A) a
(C8)
I
( CL. –* K,)“ne=Wm (1+X) - (C9)
I mJ7 . .
(Clo)
Approximate formulas which give a quicker evaluation
of the derivatives with fair accuracy were derived from
equations (C5), (C8), (C9), and (C1O) and are
-, (Cll)
(C12)
(C13)
“ Cme .,_-, “’”lgmam –~. K,–’zqsc . . .,..,,;
_+<.j ,,
I-
[
K,’ -+ K&
()–Kr~ -‘~ ~j-h K5 (l+h)K, 1 (C14)
The set of approximate formulas has been found to give
results which arc usually within the accuracy of the method.
In table VI(c), a comparison is presented between results
computed by using the approximate relations and the more
accurate relations. The set of app~oximate formulas given
by equations (Cl 1) to (C14) is used in the development of
a modified method C which is given in appendix D.
‘ APPENDIX D
MODIFIED METHOD C
For some special types of longitudinal maneuvers cortsider-
able information m~y be determined from a. single time
history. If the elevator motion is known to be of the im-
pulse type (a blip of short duration) but its magnitude or
time history is unknown, then the method of appendix C
may be modtied slightly to yield some of the stability
derivatives. The method may be usecl with irnpnlsetype
forcing functions produced by ballistic devices. If the input
is not a pure impulso but resembles one (that is, a pulse-t,ype
input), then the modfied method may be applied after the
elevator motion is zero. Integrals, however, must be evalua-
ted from the zero-time trim condition but the least-squares
procedure is applied only to the time histories after the
elevator motion is zero.
Since the definite integral of an impulse is a step function
and the integral of a step function is a ramp function, let
results in
K, At?+K2J~tA(ldt—KSA-h&4t= —d (D4)
Equation (D4) may be expressed in matrix form as
sA@. ‘0Ad dt – 1 –too
sAO1 ‘1A8 dt – 1 –tlo
JA92 ‘2A13d — 1 —f!lo
. .
. .
. .
J~Mdt=A (DI)o
and
I’str A6dr dt=iltco o (D2) Equation (D5) is then used to SOIVOfor the st uhility ro-effic.ients Kl, ZG,&J., and I&l.
The following approximate formulas presented in rtpprmlix
C are used to compute the stability derivat ivw (since only
the ratio K6/K5 is used, the value. of.4 ne[!d not I)(?mwluut wl 1: ,
Substituting these values in the integral form of equation
(A15) which is
J;A6dt–K5 J
tKA9+K2 A5dt—KSu~t0’A8 dr dt= —6o
(D3)
(D7”)
Also, it is assumed that
As inclice,ted previously in appendix A,
c’m&=M7m~ (.I)Oj
c.&=: Cm&
(I)llj
Thus the analysis of a single time history of pitching velocity can yield considerable infornmt.ion if it is the respouw to an
elwmtor impulse. funct,ion; however, the elevator-eff activeness derivatives cannot be found by this method. In the raw of a
unit impulse input (A= 1), Kl, Kz, K5,and Kowould be determined directly by the method of appendix D zmd the equations
of appendix C could be used to determine even the elevator-effectiveness derivatives.
.
it?
I
APPENDIX E
DEFINITIONS OF STABILITY PARAMETERS
I
I
I
. .
i
The stability parameters of the methods presented, not
meviously defined in the original list of symbols, can be de-
ined as follows:
-.
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Matrices used in the present report are defined as follows:
ACYO A6C
AcYl Adl
Atrz A&
IIBII= . .
. .
Act. Ad,
.
\ICII is the integrating matrix given in table I,
IIEII=
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